MICHAEL KIMBER

Violists on the March!

for four or more violas

with optional simplified Viola A part
for less experienced but no less irrepressible violists!

Commissioned by the American Viola Society
Violists on the March!

for four or more violas

Irrepressibly! \( \text{\( \downarrow \)} = 120 \)

Dedicated to all who have marched in support of humanity and the world we call our home.

* "Bratschen" (pronounced BRAHT-shen) is German for "Violas"

(Note: The player's part for Viola A is in 4/4 instead of 12/8.)
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Iowa City, Iowa USA, 21 January 2017, an historic day of marches worldwide.
Premiered 18 February 2017 by 115 violists at the Viola Jamboree organized by Dr. Molly Gebrian, viola professor at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
Dedicated to all who have marched in support of humanity and the world we call our home.
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Violists on the March!
for four or more violas
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Violists on the March - Vla. 1

21 January 2017
Dedicated to all who have marched in support of humanity and the world we call our home.

VIOLA 2
Duration: 3:15
(2:00 without repeat)

Violists on the March!

for four or more violas

Michael Kimber

Irrepressibly! $\text{\textbf{I}} = 120$
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Violists on the March! - Vla. 2

21 January 2017
Dedicated to all who have marched in support of humanity and the world we call our home.

VIOLA 3
Duration: 3:15
(2:00 without repeat)

Violists on the March!
for four or more violas

Irrepressibly! \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{d}} = 120 \)
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Violists on the March! - Vla. 3

21 January 2017
Violists on the March! - Vla. 4

back to m. 5

21 January 2017
Dedicated to all who have marched in support of humanity and the world we call our home.

VIOLA A (optional)

Violists on the March!

for four or more violas

Michael Kimber

Duration: 3:15
(2:00 without repeat)
Violists on the March! - Vla. A

back to m. 5